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The Diamond Light Codes
In this booklet you will find a brief summary of the meanings and action of the 26 Diamond
Light Codes of Series 1 as well as the 13 codes of Series 2. The Series 2 codes have a
distinctly lighter and finer vibrational quality to them. The understanding of the Light Codes
is an ongoing process of evolution as they are multi-layered and multi-dimensional aspects
of streams of cosmic consciousness.
This means that as you work with them, you will discover your own unique relationship
with the Universal source – your Divine essence – through the actions of the codes within
your own energy fields.
My suggestion to you is to play with them and be aware of the subtle energy shifts that
take place as you interact with the Light Codes. The information that is given here should
be treated as a guideline only as this represents a brief introduction to what I have been
given to date about each of the codes. I have no doubt that you will discover much more
through your own journey with them!
I also welcome any feedback from you regarding your experiences with the Diamond Light
Codes, so please feel free to share your encounters with them.
With love and diamond blessings
Julie

A Brief Introduction to the Diamond Light Codes

Here is a brief summary of the information I was given by Spirit about the Diamond Light
Codes and how they work. As with all so-called channelled information, feel for what is
right and true for you.
➢ The Diamond Light Codes are an aspect of living consciousness often referred to
as the Language of Light. It is a language that our soul knows and which connects
us to the magnificence of our true being and original source essence
➢ The Diamond Light Codes are both contained within the Diamond Light Grid, as
well as facilitate an awakening to the energy frequencies of the Diamond light body.
In other words, when you work with the diamond (Diamond Light Grid) you awaken
the codes, and when you work with the codes, you help to build the light body.
➢ The Light Codes work at the level of our DNA, providing energy transmissions to
repair areas of our DNA that have become scrambled or ‘incoherent’ in how the
genetic code is expressed, resulting in illness and dis-ease. This includes past life
patterns we have coded into our DNA, as well as negative patterns that have been
coded into our DNA strands in our existing life or experiential timeline. In other
words, they help to re-code our DNA for the highest expression of who we are.
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Therefore, both the codes and the grid provide coherent energy to repair the
electrical circuits in our body and awaken sections within our DNA that have up until
now been unusable (ie the so-called junk sections). It is within these sections that
some of our greatest potential as spiritual beings is realised and brought into
physical expression
➢ The background colour of the Light Codes is important as this helps to set the
frequency for the body to accept the energy and imprint of the code itself.
➢ The Light Codes also have an accompanying sound which is a harmonic
combination of various tones. There is therefore not one specific tone associated
with the codes, rather a musical expression. (The more you work with the codes,
the more likely you are to hear their music!)
➢ Our DNA is continually being re-created and what it does is dependant on our
emotional and energetic responses to life situations and circumstances. All of our
emotions have chemical analogues that our DNA codes for and each of these
chemicals has a complex vibrational waveform or geometric configuration. The
Light codes help to disrupt our habitual though-emotion-behaviour feedback loops,
by transmitting the geometric configurations associated with our perfected state.

In brief:
"The Diamond Light Codes"
are symbols representing Geometric structures of light. They are a language that
awakens dormant aspects within your DNA, helping to align you with the
frequencies of energy streaming on to our planet. They hold and transmit
holographic information that helps to bring change to your world
.....as within, so without..…”

SPECIAL NOTE

Please be aware that the codes emit a holographic field approximately 3 feet from the
image, and as such create an information transfer conduit whenever you are in this field. I
recommend not working with more than 3 codes at any one time as to do so is to
overwhelm the subtle energy bodies with multiple layers of information that then need to
be processed through the physical body.
One client loved the codes so much she placed them all above her bed without realising
this, and as a result never had a good night’s sleep for many months as her body was too
busy processing the multiple fields of information while she was trying to rest! Use your
intuition and be aware of the effects on you.
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Diamond Light Code Meaning Summaries
SERIES 1
1. Alignment

(Also known as Reflections)
- Refining and aligning your physical self with your spiritual
essence
- Promotes integration of higher lightbody energies with the
physical nervous system
- Promotes the ability to identify soul purpose and reflect that into
the world.

2. Angelic Essence

-

Reminds you not to take yourself too seriously
Uplifts and inspires
Relieves stress and the burden of an over-developed sense of
responsibility

3. Communication

-

Enables you to ‘speak from soul’, expressing your own truth
Moves you beyond fear
Good for teachers and those working in the media
Allows for your inner voice to be heard

4. Creativity

-

Connects you with your source of divine creativity
Helps you develop new solutions to old problems
Inspiration finding practical expression
Birthing the beauty of your divine essence through constant acts of
creation in the world

5. Freedom

-

Expansion
Taking the divine light through the doorways into the deepest parts
of your being to illuminate the darkness
Acts on the Solar Plexus nerve network to strengthen and build the
will, promoting courage and personal power
(This code is a sacred gift from Mary Magdalene)

-

6. Growth

-

Facilitates blossoming of a new cycle and emergence of new gifts
A gentle unfolding of what has been held within
Feeling safe in making a fresh start and new beginnings
Connection with the Universal ebb and flow

7. Happiness

-

Clears the root and sacral chakras of fears
Brings joy up to the solar plexus and heart for expression
Seeing the world with different eyes and finding the happiness
within simple things
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8. Harmony

-

Walking lightly through physical life
Co-operation with others, building collaborative relationships
Strength and calmness
Recognising strengths in others and coming together for a
common purpose then letting go

9. Healing

-

Connects you with the healing support of mother earth
Lifts out patterns of thought & emotion that are no longer needed
and refreshes your energy field
Travel the healing spiral to the source of imbalance, and then
unwind and release through the heart

-

10. Insight

-

Provides ‘Aha’ moments and deeper insight into challenges or
issues
Facilitates the transfer of knowledge into physical expression
Distils many streams of knowledge or information to a single point
of awareness and understanding

11. Integration

-

Integration of the whole self through time and dimensions
Breaking time locks to access, recall and integrate soul fragments
Anchors and aligns the diamond lightbody with the physical body
Brings the higher dimensional light body geometries into being

12. Jewel in The
Heart

-

Initiates healing
Assists in recognising the beauty of your True Self
Stimulates creativity
Balances polarities
Soothes emotions
Fosters love and compassion for all of life

13. Peace

-

Calming and soothing
Connects you with the peace of the eternal NOW
Quietens a busy mind
Good for focus when there is turmoil or chaos in your life

14. Prosperity

-

A Template for manifestation
Material support for life on earth
Transforms cosmic energy into physical manifestation of that
which has been visioned
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15. Protection

-

Promotes feelings of safety and reduces fear
Protects and calms
Holds and shields your space during internal transformation
Good to use if you are in an environment with lots of negativity

16. Radiance

-

Builds and strengthens your core essence
Increases connection with soul and expands your light quotient
Holding all aspects of self in perfect balance
Connects you with the cosmic grids

17. Receiving

-

Promotes good health
The ability to hold on to greater amounts of universal energy
Helps transform negative self beliefs into positive and healthy self
esteem and deservingness.
Good to use in conjunction with the Prosperity code

-

18. Release

-

Supports the releasing of energetic attachments
Moving beyond limiting thoughts and beliefs
Releasing seed fears, ancestral patterns and other life memories
from DNA

19. Resolving
Duality

-

Merging Sacred Heart with lower (physical) heart
Moving beyond all duality & holding all in the perfect space of zero
point
Recognising the perfection in all of life, even in chaos
The ability to bring love into all situations without judgement

-

Helps you to release any external noise in your space and keep it clear
Draws you into the quiet calm of your centre
Builds and develops discernment, as to what is yours and what is not

-

Enables you to hear your inner guiding voice

-

Merging of masculine and feminine within the self
Beauty
Forgiveness and the ability to let go
Enter into the bliss experience

20. Sacred Filter

21. Sacred
Relationship
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22. Shaman

-

Brings awareness of your multidimensional self
Promotes the ability to move into other dimensions of self and
bring knowledge back into the core
Creates links for clearing of past life and other life traumas to clear
at the core level

23. Star Links

-

Connects you with your star families and stellar heritage
Gives access to greater universal knowledge and the bigger picture
Awakens dormant genetic lineages
Helps to align you with your deeper purpose

24. Structure

-

Assists in embedding new structures and ways of thinking
Balancing of right-left brain
Good to use after transformative experiences or major growth
Structure with flow. Helps us to move with grace through life

25. Third Eye
Awakening

-

Connects third eye /psychic experiences with the heart for spiritual
understanding
Creates mind-heart linkage
Links the Higher mind and Universal source with our ego mind to
support enlightenment

-

26. Vision

-

Strengthens internal vision and the ability to see beyond the obvious
Expands your capacity to connect with the bigger picture for humanity
and the importance of your own role
Supports you in aligning your actions with your purpose

-

Good for healers and those working to help others

-

Signals ending and beginning of new cycles in life
Indicates new opportunities and doors opening
Initiates creativity
Holds your core stable and in balance through life changes

-

A need to “Let go and Let God”
Letting go of control and rigidity to enable flow
Sensitises the peripheral nervous system & enables receptivity of
subtle information sources

SERIES 2
1. Cycles

2. Flow
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3. Forgiveness

-

A gentle and deeper heart opening
Assists the release of self from past grievances or hurts
Elevates one to a new level of unconditional acceptance of all

4. Graceful
Simplicity

-

A need to declutter one’s life of things, thoughts and non-serving
patterns
Indicates potential complications and a need to simplify
Aids in the release of physical and emotional baggage

5. Inner Child

-

Being too serious about life
Reconnecting with the inner child
A need to re-introduce play and fun into your life
Remembering the innocence and adventure of childhood

6. Inspiration

-

Divine Inspiration
Be receptive to new ideas and inspirations
Indicates potential ‘stuckness’ in life. Looking for ways out.
Relax and allow yourself to be open to higher guidance!

7. Knowledge
Gateway

-

Activates dormant DNA
Connects you with your own cellular wisdom
Opens gateways to greater cosmic knowledge

8. Movement

-

Supports you in moving forward towards your goals
Assists you in recognising small obstacles on the right path
vs needing to change direction
Negotiating life’s turbulences with ease

9. Power

-

Connects you with the power of the universal life force
Builds your own inherent power and confidence
Strengthens resolve, determination and commitment to your
Spiritual Path
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10. Re-Awakening

-

Opening to a greater, more expanded Self
Signals a time of learning and discovery
Emerging from a period of hibernation or inner re-arrangement
Awakening to additional dimensions of reality

11. Song of the
Soul

-

Connecting with the beauty of your own Soul essence
Opening to allow the expression of Soul Purpose through and in
your life
Re-discovering Joy!
Embodiment of greater light

-

12. Surrender

-

Alleviation of suffering through surrender to your Higher Self
Assists you in aligning with your core
Balancing the paradox of strength in vulnerability within you
Potential pent-up emotions. Recognise that surrendering and
allowing them to flow will guide you towards Peace.

13. Transformation

-

Indicates a time of great inner change
A need to allow for quiet time and introspection
Potential fatigue as transformation happens at the cellular level
Be aware of energetic and heightened psychic phenomena in and
around you
A powerful and ultimately positive time

-

14. Purpose

-

-

-
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Reminds you that your life itself is the purpose for you being here
on this planet. Stop looking for the big ‘mission’ and value all of
your experiences in body as a function of your purpose
Take heart that you are always connected to the ultimate trajectory
of your life, even if it appears you may be taking a temporary
‘detour’.
Use this code to connect with your innate Well of Wisdom
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Using the Light Codes
The impact and effect of the diamond light codes in your energy field will be as unique as
you are and as a result there is no ‘fixed’ way of working with them. The most important
thing is to allow yourself to be guided by your own intuition when you are drawn to a
particular code. The images with their geometries, colours and subtle coded messages
work beyond the level of the conscious mind and when you give the intent to work with any
of them, they will do so in a way that is appropriate and perfect for you.
The Diamond Light Codes are an aspect of living consciousness, and in my own journey
with them I have felt them vibrationally as well as actually hearing them with either words
or music. Both myself and others have even heard them singing their own beautiful songs!
The guidelines below are therefore merely ideas and suggestions to help get you started in
working with this amazing language of light.

Some Suggested ways of working with the Light Codes
1. Meditation
➢ Select the Light Code you are drawn to (whether by conscious attraction to
the design or allowing yourself to select from the cards placed face down in
front of you)
➢ Place it at eye level where you can spend a few moments allowing the code
to be imprinted in your energy field via the optic nerves.
➢ Begin breathing deeply and rhythmically and imagine that you are breathing
in the energy of the light code into your body.
➢ Close your eyes and hold the image of the code with your inner vision, then
give intent for it to act wherever it needs to work in your body.
➢ Simply relax, continue breathing and feel what happens energetically in your
body.
➢ You can also meditate on the specific qualities of the light code giving intent
for your energy fields to be re-programmed through the action of the code.
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2. Using the Codes as an Oracle
➢ Connect with your Higher Self and ask to be shown what energy /
information will support you as a consciousness focus for the day.
➢ Shuffle the cards and allow yourself to choose a card
➢ Read (or intuit) the meaning of the code and ask how it can support you in
expanding your spiritual understanding or growth.
➢ Maintain your focus on the code for the day
3. Charging up Liquids, Food
We know from the well known work of Dr Masaru Emoto that words and
images create changes in water structure as seen in the beautiful crystals
created with positive intentions.
In the same way, the diamond light codes can be used to imprint their energy into
food and water so that our body and DNA is re-programmed as we take in our daily
nourishment. Simply cover your chosen code with a plastic film (for protection) and
use it as an energy plate to charge up liquids or meals prior to ingesting.

4. Vibrational Essences
Create your own vibrational essence for light codes you wish to work with. Fill two
thirds of a 30ml dropper bottle with pure water and stand on a laminated print of the
light code for 24 hours with the intent that the water be charged with the code
energy. I often encircle the code with clear quartz crystal points to amplify the intent.
Once charged up, then top up the dropper bottle with brandy, mix well to infuse the
mixture fully and take 7 drops at a time on the tongue as needed.

Above all else, allow your intuition to guide you in respect of the information
that the Light Codes bring into your energy field and what they awaken within
your DNA. There are many layers and levels of information within each of the
light codes that unfold as you journey with them!

Wishing you much love and abundant blessings on your journey back to the
magnificence of your divine self!
Julie
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Julie Umpleby is the originator of the Diamond Light Grid Alignment process
and the Diamond Light Codes, and facilitates regular webcasts, meditations
and workshops online, and internationally.

Some of the Workshops Available

A Call to Presence Home Study Program
Developing your personal connection with the Diamond Light Grid
The Diamond Light Grid Levels 1, 2 and 3
Diamond Processes, sacred geometry and multi-dimensional diamond teachings,
including working with the Light Codes
The Antaneea Technique – Module 1
(Soul Massage and Emotional Release)
The Magic of Colour
(Bringing the energy of colour into your life)
Sacred Mirrors
Inner work and contemplation for understanding and navigating your life
From Fragmentation to Wholeness
Shamanistic techniques and journeys to restore integrity to your inner sacred
feminine, divine masculine and divine child

For more information, or to host a workshop in your area
please visit our websites at:
www.diamondlightworld.net
or contact Julie at
julie@diamondlightworld.com
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